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WILEY X SOLVES
CROSS-EYE DOMINATION

Eyewear specialists Wiley X are solving a typical problem for shooters across
the world – cross-eye domination. Here Gun Trade World discovers a little
more about the common phenomenon and talks to shooters who have used
Wiley X to improve performance for themselves and their clients.
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e’ve all heard of the phrase “cross
eye domination”, but what exactly
is it?
“When shouldering the gun to your right
shoulder and aiming with your left eye
being your master eye – you have a cross
eye domination,” explains Wiley X EMEA
vice president and outdoor director Thomas
Weaver (pictured above).
“This is the same story if you shoulder
the gun to your left shoulder and are aiming
using your right eye as your master eye.”
If this is you it means the line of the gun
and the line of sight are not parallel (see
illustration above). As these two lines are
not parallel it means you’ve got more of a
chance of missing your target.
In the past this problem has often been
solved by closing the dominant eye or using
a piece of cardboard covering the dominant
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eye, or even using a pair of glasses blinding
the dominant eye with tape or a marker.
Thomas remarks that all of these solutions
have significant disadvantages,
“You will not be able to evaluate distances
with only one eye,” Thomas says.
“You also have no eye protection and your
field of view is severely restricted.
“Cross eye domination can in most cases
be ‘cured’ by using Wiley X protective
eyewear. Wiley X ANSI Z87.1-2010 rated
and EN.166 certified lenses provide a true
spatial relationship of objects in the field of
view,” explains Thomas.
“By mounting a smoke grey colored lens
in front of the dominant eye and a light rust
colored lens (contrast enhancement color) in
front of the other eye, the domination will
in most cases change to the other eye and
thereby solve the cross eye problem.”

This provides the following
advantages to the wearer
• No cross-eye domination problem
• 100 per cent eye protection
• 100 per cent distance evaluation
• Full field of view
• RX ready (prescription)
The human brain can’t adopt the two different
colors and therefore the two colours (smoke grey
and light rust) will become one. GTW
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WHAT THE PROFESSIONALS SAY:
Stephen Marsden

Brynjar Thor Hreggvidsson

“My son has a cross eye dominance problem and when
shooting he would normally have to shoot with one eye
closed. By changing the lens in the shooting glasses to one
black, one orange, it has shifted the master eye to the good
side, looking down the barrel and he is now able to shoot
with both eyes open allowing him to get better results.
Wearing the adapted glasses, I set up a clay pigeon trap
with the clay coming towards us. I thought that if I put skeet
choke in, it would give him a bit of confidence. Once I had
him shooting the clay, time after time, I screwed in a full choke
and it didn’t seem to make any difference, he was still hitting
every time. I then turned the trap round with the clay going
away from us, it meant the target was 10 cm wide and 2,5 cm
thick. Still shooting full choke. We stood beside the trap and
stepped back five meters every five shots. We ended up 35
meters away from the trap, before he missed one. I must
say, it was fantastic to see the smile on his face, when he was
hitting every clay shooting with both eyes open.
Now any client that comes to me for a shooting lesson with
a cross eye dominance issue, I am using this technique with
the glasses and getting great results.”

I have been shooting for as long as I can remember. As I grew
my left eye started to be my dominant eye. It would be nice
being left handed but I’m not! Over the years I have practiced a
technique to close my left eye the moment I fire my shotgun at
prey or clays, however this has its limitations.
I tried Wiley X shooting glasses and I could immediately
notice the effect! First my perception on the environment was
blurred but after a minute this changed. I could feel how my
right eye was taking over, suddenly everything was clear again.
The longer I wore my Wiley X glasses the more dominant my
right eye became. I went shooting the day after I got my glasses,
although my vision on my barrel didn’t change so much I was
more focused and with immediate effect it was easier to aim
and shoot. Wearing these glasses gave me more confidence
and I was more accurate, the purpose was achieved. I have now
started to wear them on a more regular basis and I can feel that
they sure help my cross-eyed dilemma.
These I will always wear when I go out hunting but you
have to train up the weaker eye and that will take more time;
therefore I’m using them more frequently. I am 100 per cent sure
that the glasses help me when hunting, not mention the safety
and protection for my eyes that these glasses give me. I had
never paid any attention to the risk I’m putting to my eyes while
hunting. There is a great risk of damaging my hearing and my
eyes. That is something I don’t want to take a risk at any more.
I recommend to other hunters to always use earplugs or
headset while hunting as well as using Wiley-X shooting glasses.

SHOOTING INSTRUCTOR, IRELAND
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HUNTING GUIDE AT BG-HUNT, ICELAND

